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ABSTRACT: Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) used to be applied in evaluating thecharacterization of lTZ, especially in case of fiber puilout problem. In order to characteriz e the ITZperformance, this paper implements the LEFM approu"h to analytical case study of fiber pullout problern
based on shear-lag approach and pullout model of ouyang, et. al. The case study intends to obtain thevalues ofstrain energy released rate Gin, and also to draw the R-curve ancl G-curve. Calculation procedur6
of some equations reviewed in this paper is conducted using mathematics software as a tool in solving themathematics problerrrs. The case study meets some conclusions: (l) The value of G;,,, for specimen IIincreases 20'28vo to specimen I, while the value of G1,,, for specimen III increases 4g.997o to specimen I.It is shorvn by the case study that the greater strain energy released rate, Gin1, the greater fiber embeddedlength ls will be, (2) The R-curve of case study is un 

"nu"lbp" 
of G-curve as well, (3) I-tzcharacterization

for fiber-cement matrix composites is manifested for fiber pullout problem as strain energy released rate
Gi", by LEFM approach, and (4) Kawamura and Igarashi moaet 1i9lz and 1995) with slit still obrainecl
accurate value of strain energy released rate G;n, as procluceci by ouyang, et. al model which applies noslit within rhe specimen.
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INTRODUCTION: It is recognized that material performance takes an imporranr role inmodern material science, especially in concrete science development. Concrete has a verycomplex structure, which consists of three phases (Mindess, t99s): fraraened cement paste
phase, aggregate phase, and interfacial traniition zone (ITZ). For fiber concrete. ITZ will
determine the whole concrete performance such as fracture toughness, tensile strength. flexura.lstrength, and ductility (Lin, et. al, 1999). The ITZ perfoJmance of fiber-matrix cemenr
composites is important to predict the composites properties related to interfacial debondilg 

^ndpullout process.

A pull-out test is a well-known tool to characterize therTZ. Some previous researches explainabout the characterization of ITZ due to the whole performance of fiber cementitious
composites' Sun and Lin (2001) explains the mechanism oi interface between fiber a'd 

'natrix.strength, and stress distribution along the interface. Some anaiytical modeis, fracture mechanics
based models, and rnicr..o fractural models were built on puil-out pr-oblem. seu"ral rrioctelsimplement shear stress and friction shear stress along the fiber but negiected the poisson,s ratio(wang, Li, Backer, 1988a, b; Li, stang, r99l; Monison, Shah, Jenq, rggg; Li, chan, r994:Sumitro, Tsubaki, 1991). lt is only few researches (Naaman, et.al., 1990 and Bentur, et.al.,1996) consider the influence of Poisson,s rafio. T_Tnfortunately, there is no research madeapproach of stable crack length in the matrix. According to susltorinl (200i), the length ofembedded fiber determines the performance of the compoie by its fracture behaviour.

It is very useful to study of ITZ performance_to clevelop a proper method in investigatin-e theproperties of ITZ. Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine the bond srrengrh or tf,ls p't.,or..There is no specific and standard testing method of rrz performarrce. even thorrgh *ruur.,
approaches have been done to investigate theITZ (Mindess, 1995). It can be r,ra"rri""a irr,uinterfacial chatactetization becomes a fundarnental tool for designing the optiururn libei.
cementitious composites.
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A well-known approach, Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), used to be implemented in
evaluating the characterization of I-fZ, especiaily irr case of fiber pullout problem. The LEFM
approach emphasizes that debonded part in pullout problem of fiber-cement matrix composites
can be threaten as interfacial crack, that its growth depend on the energy balance, interfacial
fracture toughness energy, G;" (Kim, J, et.al, 1992, in Shah, et.al, 1995). According to the
description mentioned above, this paper takes an interest of studying the ITZ performance by
LEF'M approach for its characterization. The topic is implemented to fiber pullout problem b;,
analytical case study.

1. Literature Review

1.1 lnterfacial Transition Zone (lTZ)

Bentur, et. al, (1996) find that the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) is a thin layer (50-lQO pm)
that separates the fiber and matrix phases (Figure l). It is said that ITZ performance engaged
fiber-matrix interaction, which is called bonding. The ITZ can be assumed by such typestof
morphology, depends on composition geometry, surface condition, matrix composition, and
composites production. However, in general, the ITZ performance can hardly influenced by
fiber geometry. Therefore, the fiber geometry is classifieC into three types: (a) macro-fiber (the

fiber cross-section dimension is bigger than cement grain cross-section dimension, the diameter
in range about 0.1-i pm), (b) micro-fiber (the diameter in range about 5-40 prm). and (cJ

bundled-fiber (usually available as strands that consist of thousands micro-fiber filaments
bundled together as a bundle, sometimes, this kind of fiber can dispersed into mono-fllament
fibers).

According to Bentur, et. al (1996), fracture toughriess of ITZ less than the matrix one that
becomes the weakest part of composites. It should be noted that the jnterfacial deboncling
doesn't exist at interfacial. it is complica.ted and can't be said as a simple shear fzrilLrre

mechanism. The fact is the growth of micro cracks and shear displacement develop in range
about 40-70 pm.

Concerning the ITZ on fiber-cement matrix composites, Li (2003) establishes important
commenJ.al-.out the property of fiber reinforced cementitious material. An important propert)i
shoulci be noticed as fiber bridging property that acrosses a rnatrix crack. It is referred as stress-
strain, o-e, curve (Li, 1992;Li et. al, 1993; Lin and Li,199l). The stress o is averaged tensile
siress that is transmitted across a crack with uniform crack opening 6 in a uniaxial ter.rsile

specimen. Li (2003) emphasized that the tensile o-t curve can be assumed as a spring law that
explains the behavior of non-linear springs coirnecting the cpposite surface of a crack. As a

matter of fact, there is a link between composites matrix constituents (fiber, matrix, and
interface) and the composites tensile ductility. Pull-out of fiber emerged when the interface is so

weak. The fiber pull-out will result low peak strength on composites tensile o-t curve. On the
contrary, if the interface is too strong, there will be a rupture and small value of critical opening
6. Therefore, the tensile o-t curve takes an important role in determining the performance of
fiber-cement matri x composites.
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(a) (b)
Figure l. ITZ structure of steel macro-fitrer; (a) schematic description; (b)SEM observation otlTZ

(Bentur. et. al, 1996)
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1.2 lnterfacial strain energy released rate

The bond between fiber and cement matrix is an important factor in composites performance
improvement (Kawamura and Igarashi, 1995). Basically, the bond slip of fiber is similar
phenomenon fhat is happened in slip of bar that becomes a key factor in fracture mechanism
(Bazant, 1992).The failure of fiber-cement matrix composites is initiated by tension crack along
the plane when the tension strain overcomes the allowable tension strain. It is followed by
multiple-cracks, especially on the high volume fraction (Aveston et. al, cited in Bazant. 19921.

There are some failure mechanisms when cernent matrix suffered by cracks (.Bazant, 1992): (1)
ihe fracture of composites emerges as soon as the matrix cracked; (2) the composites carlies
load reduction after the peak load that generates a gradual post crack resistance and fibcr
bridging, and (3) after the matrix cracked, the composites still carry load increasing. It should be
noted that the composites capacity oi peak load carrying and deformation would overcome the
matr-ix one. During the inelastic pre-peak load, the debonding happened at the interfaee, and
then cracks are distributing while energy is dispersing.

The ITZ performance is an irnportant factor in micro mechanical and experimental
characterization of fiber-cement matrix composites with such loading configurations included
fiber pull-out test. Characterization of interfacial bond of fiber-cement matrix can be evaluated
by fiber pullout test. Nonlinear curve of pullout load-slip indicates the growth of interfacial
crack. A previous research showed that cracks will grow during peak load increasing (Shah, et.
al, 1995). The crack length at peak load is defined as critical crack length. After the peak load
reached, the instability will emerge in crack growth in spite of the peak ioad decreasing,
described by softening part of pullout load-slip curve.

Evaluating the pull-out test result, firstly, the shear stress is assumed uniformly distributed. The
interfacial response will be represented by average shear strength that depends on embedded
length and fiber diameter. Stang, et. al (1990) study the inrerface of fiber-cement matrix by
using "shear-lag" and fracture mechanics approach to analyze the stress and strain distribution
on interface. This approach uses the influence of weak zone between fiber-cement matrix and it
is manifested on strain energy released rate of pullout fiber, il is G1n1, that expressed by:

(-. _ (e -.rua )2 corh2 fcuinr (Lr - ua )] rr(p - rFad )cotii[cu;n, (r, - uo )l rpuriil - ^_--l-l==__----4E1n'ri 2E lntrlu;n 4rrrp k;,,1

i2

where:
(1)



= strain energy released rate

= friction between fiber and matrix
= debonded length of fiber-matrix interface
= embedded fiber length
= fiber radius

= fiber modulus of elasticity
= initial slope between shear stress and slip
= a parameter to calculate stiffness of weak fiber-matrix interface

that is expressed by:

When aligned fiber pulled out of matrix, the fiber-matrix interface firstly debonded and then
goes to slip. When the deborided length at peak load is smaller than embedded fiber length. L1,
the slip is relatively small and thus, the influence of friction in this stage is completeiy
neglected. If tp, then the equation (l) can be simplified into:

Gint =
P2 coth2 [ro;n, (l-e - u6 )]

4Elnzrl
The equation (3) is a formutation of G-curve that is cailed strain energy released curve.
Generally, R-curve is interpreted ai fracture resistant curve of Go curve with different specimel
size but same initial crack length. Ouyang, et. al (1994) proposed the R-curve with elastic
equivalent approach that is expressed by:

Gin.

Tp
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R = pr(u -uo)ot * gr(a -ao)dz

d, =++sj-,.[+-,l_t-r4]'l"''2 cx, L4 cx, [s))

d, = 
l+ *_t_ff _gl_i,gllr-l',,- 2 c L4 cx, \.a))

where:
R = fracture resistant
o, 9r,9e= parameters of equarions (a), (5a), and (5b)

(5a1

(4)

(s h)

Calculating the equations (4), (5a) and (5b), it is easicr to determine those parameters of by
using an infinite size specimen.

The calcuiaticn will continue by defining strain energy released rare, Go, by LEFNI as:

,r"lr,(%))'
Gq=

where:

Sr(a/b) = specimen geometrical function for stress intensity
a = specimen crack length
b = specimen's ricpth

o = nominal load

For infinite size specimen. equarion (5) is simplified to:

(6)
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c2naf?
Gq =- ef Qt

where:
fr[gr(a/b)]u-- = geometrical factor for stress intensity

If only the fiber length is taken account, then the G-curve on equation (3), and also the R-curve
on equations (a), (5a) and (5b) can be simplified by assuming Fr=O (Ouyang, et. al. Igg4).It
should be noted that 9z#0 because the R-curve should perform dome-shaped. Therefore,
interface fracture resistant, Rinl, c&tt be exprpssed by:

Rint = pr(uo -uoo)ot (8)

where: !

Rin, = interface fracture resistant
adc = critical debonded crack length on peak load
ooo = initial debonded crack length t

Hence, the ratio of aao and aa" defined as:

a=ff (e) &

t'

The parameters of o and B2 can be determined by instability condition that is related to I

equations (3) and (8). The instability condition expressed by:

Gint = Rint and *- = 
05,n, 

(ro)Dua duo

Hereby, equations (3), (8), and (10), will produce:

%*-fr'"tn[''"('; -";'[' srnt'2[toin'('] --;'l=o (11)

where:
L*r = embedded fiber length
il*d" = critical debonded crack length

It is shown by equation (11) that d2 on equation (5) is a function of a*6.. By substituting L*'. to
equation (11), a*6" and o also can be derived. Parameter of B2 can be derived from condition of
Ginr = Rinl and P*". which is a measured value of pullout peak load, that expressed by:

Fz(ul"'-a66)d2 - 
(nJ)'""'n'[t't' (t] -";' )] (n)

4E1n'ti

Since the G-curve and R-curve are derived by, the behavior of straight fiber pullout can be well
predicted. The relation of pullout load and debonded length will be derived by implementing
again the condition of G;n1 = Rint by expression:

, -lqu,n':?Fr6o - ^oil')% ( 13 )

I corh'[r,n,(L, -oo)l

Obviously, by LEFIV{ approach, straia ener-sv released rate G'", can be deflned as:
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Gint = 
j1Ttr
4nr1 Oua

where:
P = pullout load

Gn, = strain energy released rate

Cin, = compliance for fiber pullout

For convenience, equation (14) rewrites as follow:

0cin. 
= 

4qrGjl, _+mtbz(aa-aao)dz
?uo Pz

a

The compliance, Cin,, can be calculated by:

+nrrFz(aa -aoo)d2

P2
Cint dac

(r4)

(:5)

(16)
ad

=l
0

1.3 Kawamura and lgarashi pullout model 3

Kau,amura and Igarashi (1992) conduct an experimental model of straight fiber which is pullqd

out to reveal strain encrgy released rate. It is also reviewed by Kawamura and trgarashi (1995)',

the ITZ performance by fluorescence microscope for explaining the fracture process on

interface during pullout test.

The main purpose of Kawamura and Igarashi (1992 and 1995) model is to verify the pull-out

model of Stang and Shah (1990) which is improved by Morisson, et. al, (1988) in modeling the

fiber pull-out. The pull-out model of Kawamura and Igarashi is specific because it implements

slit inside the specimen (see Figure 2), then the fiber along the slit length is not directly

contacted to the cement matrix. The slit varies with length: 5. 10, and 15 mm, and made by

inserting thin silica rubber, as thick as 0.25 mm, outer the fiber. After 28 days, thin silica rubber

is taken off. Embedded fiber length of the specirnen varies with 30 mm and 60 mm.

Com6ni Potl! Pri$n

l{rl
Embeddrd
Lrnglh

€mbrd d.d
Llnglh. ll

lnl.rloclol Slil

Lcnglh ' o

0"0.5

unit:mm
tnlorgrmrnl ol
Ernb.dd.d Portlor

Figure 2. The scheme of pullout model (Kawamura and lgarashi' 1992)

Strain energy released rate of of Kawamura and Igarashi (1992 and 1995) model is previously

calculated by Stang and Shah (1990) expression as follow:

+
Pull
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D2rb dC(a)tt = 2no ou

where:
Pu = load that is derived by contribution offriction force reduced by

(t7)

maximum pull-out load
D = liber diameter
C = compliance
a = slit length

It is recognized that friction factor takes an important role on fiber puil-out mechanism

Therefore, the values of Pu can be calculated rvith Morisson, et. al (1988) expression as follow:
Pb - Pt,ruk, -nDl1,n"1r1

where:
P,.ruk, = measured rnaximum load
lr.n = netto embeded fiber length

x1 = friction-shear stress

( l8)"

The values of t; can be estimated by area urrder the load-displacement curve (Figure 3), ft-orn

post peak until pull-out work done. In this case, ihe values of ti can also be deterntined '"r'hen

catastrophic fiber debonding is emerged. Whenever the catastrophic fiber debonding is not

recognized, the values ol t1 may be estimated from area of load-displacement curve afier peak

load until 0. 1 mm of relative displacernent.

tloo Lo

DirPlocrrnsnt (mml

Figure 3. The relation of pullout load-displacement curve (Karvamura and Igarashi, 1992)

Kawamura and Igarashi (1992) note that the values of compliance, C, increases with the slit
length improvement. 'Ihe compliance increasing will be different for each value of ernbedded

fiber length, 11. It is aiso emphasized that the application of silica fume to cement rnatrix u,ill
irnprov,: ITZ density, but not ahvays improves the value of strain energy released rate. One to be

considered thatITZ performance represente<1 by the value cf critical strain energy released rate

onr.TZ. Fl'rorescence rnicroscope erarnined that progressive ciebond,'d rviis emergittg during the

pullcur pioce:ls alclrig tlrr: intellace of fiber anC cement matrix.

2. Method of Research

In order to characterize the iTZ perlbrmance, tiiis paper iruplet.nents analytical review by LEFM
approach to a casc stuiiy,' of fiber pullout problern. The case study based on shear'-lag approach

and pull-out model of Ouyang, et. al (1994).
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150 mrn
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SECTION I.I

L:_l
40 mm

I
A

I

fiber diameter:
1mm

Figure 4' Specimen's model geometry (Ouyang' et' al' 1994) F

Three specimens of model are used in this case stucly' All of 
.the 

specimens have straight fibdr

with diamerer of I mm. Initial debonded length bar"i on g1.-"i:"t investigaticn is 0'02 mtn and i

;ffiffi** i. vrooulus of elasricity for fiber is 207000 MPa. Poisson ratio for fiber is 0'27

and Poisson rario for cement matrix is 0.17. Emberlded lengthi for each specimen are 40 mm'

60 mm, and g0 -,". il"1i;.,. putt-out test shows ,o"uru.",l p"ak ioacis for the three specirnens

as 600 N, 700 N, una-goo N. Geometry of specimen's model is described by Figure 4' The

purpose of this 
"ur" 

,i,iy is to obtain st.oin 
"n"rgy 

released rate G1n and also to draw the R-

curve and G-curve.

3. Result and Discussion

Thecasestudyconductscalculationprocedureofsomepreviousequations.Whenmanual
calculation is difficult enough to be done, this paper used mathematics software as a tool in

solving the mathematics problems'

Firstly,recallsthedatainputforcalculatiolprocedure,L*r(D:-19'"'"'L*f(Ii)=60tnn.iitld
L*r (IIi) = g0 mm; p*" (Ii = 600 N, px. (II) = 700 N, and Px" (III) = 800 N; aao = 0'02 mtn] crrin'

= 0.075 mm-l; vr =0.27;Vn' = 0'17; and rs= 0'5 mm'

It is convenient to start the procedure by calculating d2 by equation (5b)' Using the value of dr'

the calculation is going to go.further to obtain ao. uv sorving non-lirtear equation (11)' The

values of a6" by then applied to equation (9) for obtaining cr' Next step of calculation is to obtain

parameter of B2 by 
"quu,ion 

(12j. predicted pull-out loacis for e.ach specimen can be found by

applying equation tili. it"." is no douuithar predicted pull-out loads as same value ats

measured Pull-out loads'

!,



+specimen lll-G

- 
specimen ll-G

+specimen l-G

+specimen l-R

+ specimen ll-R

+ specimen lll-R

CRACK LENGTH
' (mm)

Figure 5. R-curve and G-curve derived bv case stridy

Determining the R-curve for each specimen, the equation (8) is applied with contribLrtion of
parameter of $2 and value of d:. For G-curve, equation (3) is applied with contribution of
measured pull-orrt loads, parameter of p2 and .,'alue cf d2. The values of sirain enefgy releasr--cl
rate, G;n1, obtained by calculating equations (14) and (15). The R-curve and G-curve are plottecl
into Figure 5 ahove.

One to lre consideredthat\TZ performance on fiber-cement matrix composites cai-l be learnt by
shear-iag approach fhat anaiyses interfacial stress and strain distribution. The approach is
manifested as strain enefgy released rafe, G;n1, for fiber pull-out problem. Karvamura ancl
Igarashi mcCel (1992 and 1995) rvith slit still cbtained accuraie value of strain energy releasecl
rate G1"1 as prod'.tced by Ouyang. et. al model (1994) that irnplemented uo slit rvithin the
specimen.'I'he mcdel cf Karvamura and lga.rashi repiaces the values of debonded length on peak
loacl, a*,1., b;, slit length, a.

O'.r-vang. et. ai nrodel (."994) q,hich used shear-lag aupro:rch (Stang. et. al, 1990) is impleir,entec!
by tliis case studv. The case studv shows precisel'l that tl-re greater strain energy releascd rate.
Gi',, the greater fiber ernbedcled length will be. Tlic value of G;,,1 for specirnen II increases
20.287o to specimen tr. while the value of G;n1 tbr specimen ItrI increases 48.997o to specimen I.
It is aiso emphasized tr.v Karvamura and Igarashr {1992) that strain energy releasecl rate on ITZ
ri'i11 r'arv u'ith slit length and fiber embedded length. Plotting of R-curve and G-curve noted that
the R-curve is an envelope of G-curve.
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4. Ccnclusions
'il're anail'ricai casc stutiy u'irich is suppoiteci Lr\, releviutt
inerriioiteo ilbove rusets ecrnclusici;s as iolicrr,:

theories anri some fiber pullout rnociel

1. Tlre ..'alue of G1,,, fbl speciure ir Ii incre:Lse-s 20.287o to specimen I, ...vhile the valire o1'

G;,, ilr :lteciti-!er {li incle:r'ies .iil.9'-lca tLr :ltec;:i}en i. il is sho.,ln i.y tlie case sturly
thrt the grelle! sillir :ne:g-\' r:leesell rrte. C;.r, ilre glealer fiber errrbecicled length
u,iil i::

2 The R-crr.r,e rf r:ase sttrd,.r is ln enveloire irf G-cui'e of case sfuclv as well

r(



3. ITZ charucterization for fiber-cement matrix composites is manifested for fiber
pullout problern as strain energy released rate G;n1 by LEFM approach

4. Kawamura and Igarashi model (1992 and 1995) with slit still obtained accurare
value of strain energy released rate G;n1 as produced by Ouyang, et. al model (1994)
which applies no slit within the specimen
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